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1. Terms of reference 
During the 69th Stat~tory Meeting in Woodshole, ICES adopted the fol-
lowing resolution (C. Res. 1981/2 : 21): 
(i ) member countries should collect stomach content data on saithe 
and mackerel in 1982 as a continuation of the programme agreed 
for 1981. 
(ii) Coordinators for all species considered in the stomach sampling 
scheme should meet in IJmuiden for 5 days to prepare an interim 
report on the results of the sampling scheme for the 1982 
Statutory Meeting. 
2. Participation 
The meeting was held ln IJmuiden from 12 - 16 July 1982. It was 
attended by: 










Mrs. J. Beaudouin, the coordinator for haddock~ was not able to attend 
the meeting. However, during the meeting a letter was received from 
Mr. B. Letaconnoux explaining the situation in respect of the stage of 
analysis for this species as well as providing a description of 
preliminary results. This letter was appreciated by the members of the 
Group. 
3. Introduction 
A good deal of progress has been made in the analysis of the stomachs 
collected in 1981 and the computer processing of the data. However, since 
the sampling intensity for the different species has been rather 
variable and also because the amount of work involved in the primary 
analysis of the stomach contents varies with the specific feeding habits 
of each species, the progress that has been made varies considerably 
with the species. It was appreciated that in particular the large 
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quantities of fragmented pieces of hardly recognizable benthic animals 
in haddock has held back the analysis of these samples. A fuller account 
of the situation is given in section 4 and in the sections presenting 
the results for individual species. 
It should in general be made clear that at this stage only very preliminary 
results can be presented. Firstly, in the~process of exchanging samples 
between countries jars have been misplaced in the batches prepared for 
mailing and as a consequence samples are still turning up at odd places. 
In fact, it has as yet not been possible to'trace the present location 
of the sets of samples taken by the G.A. Reay during the 4th quarter 
of 1981. Secondly, up to this stage the emphasis has been placed on the 
primary analysis and the primary processing by computer. In the latter 
process an important feature should be to check against input errors. 
During the meeting it became evident that there are still input errors 
present in·the files and that the checking routines in the software have 
to be extended. Lastly the analysis programs available so far do not 
allow for a completely homogeneous analysis for all species and more 
effort is required in the near future to adapt the programs·. in this 
respect. 
4. General information on sampling intensity 
The numbers of samples and the total numbers of stomachs collected in 
1981 are presented by species, quarter and country in table IV-1. 
Only in those cases where the samples have been analysed are the number 
of samples and the corresponding number of stomachs accurately known. 
In other instances the figures are approximate and have been placed in 
brackets. 
Taking into account that the haddock figures for the last two quarters 
are largely underestimates, it is concluded that the target of 1500 
stomachs per quarter has been exceded for cod, haddock and whiting in 
all instances. For mackerel and saithe the numbers sampled have remained 
well below the target in all quarters. 
The number of stomaches sampled by size group, species and quarter are 
given in table IV-2. Sampling has been unsatisfactory for cod over 
100 cm and whiting over 50 cm. Apart from the fact that the numbers of 
stomachs are generally low for saithe and mackerel, there is an almost 
complete lack of information for saithe below 4o cm and mackerel below 
25 cm. All of these sampling deficiences result from the difficulty of 
catching sufficient numbers of these species and sizes in general 
purpose trawl surveys and there is therefore a need for programmes 
dedicated to this fish. 
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TABLE IV-1 - Number of samples (n) and number of stomachs (N) by species, country 
and quarter. 
Figures in brackets represent preliminary estimates. 
Quarter Country C od Haddock Whiting Saithe Mackerel 
n/N n/N n/N n/N n/N 
1 Eng 195/ 861 ( 84/ 250) 252/ 2066 19/ 187 3/ 19 
Ger 108/ 431 ( ? /1398) 99/ 688 16/ 51 
Net 288/ 1861 ( 212/1378) 336/ 2234 10/ 20 6/ 6 
Nor 124/ 532 ( 188/1228) 155/ 967 15/ 76 3/ 3 
Se o 74/ 483 ( 96/ 608) 115/ 2108 l 2/ 2 
---




Total 827/ 4360 ( 580/4862) 960/ 8063 62/ 336 12/ 28 
2 Den 
---
( 12/ 69) 
--- 17/ 141 ---
Eng 112/ 431 ( ? l ? ) 40/ 268 5/ 5 10/ 53 
Net 253/ 1650 ( 76/ 388) 221/ 1649 2/ 7 35/'208 
Sco 84/ 355 ( 192/1540) 153/ 2401 7/ 17 
Nor 






Total 449/ 2436 ( 280/1997) 414/ 4318 31/ 170 87/ 576 
3 Eng 73/ 536 ( ? l ? ) 21/ 159 22/ 86 11 l 70 
Ger 10/ 91 ( ? l ? ) ( 6/ 49) 
Net 176/ 1167 ( 55/ 338) 165/ 1243 69/ 434 
Nor 16/ 77 ( ? l 364) 29/ 170 14/ 117 73/ 543 
Sco 97/ 499 ( 312/ ? ) ( 134/ 556) 1/ 1 
---------1--------------1---------------------------1------------ ------------
Total 368/ 2370 ( 367/ 702) ( 355/ 2177) 37/ 204 153/1047 
4 Bel 4/ 101 --- ( 9/ 92) 
Den 125/ 539 ( 51/ ? ) ( 44/ 862) 3/ 201 12/ 115 
\ 
Eng ( ? l ? ) ( ? l ? ) ( ? l ? ) ( ? l ? ) ( 17/ ? ) 
Ger 41/ 435 ( ? l ? ) ( 37/!:._ 300) 
Net 128/ 707 ( 43/ 234) ( 161/ 1231) 22/ 95 
Nor 27/ 53 ( 85/ 623) ( 26/ 124) 20/ 205 14/ 94 
Se o 36/ 178 ( 234/ ) ( 131/ 478) 1/ 1 
---------1--------------1-------------t--------------1------------1------------
Total ( 373/ 2227) ( 413/ 857) ( 408/ 3087) ( 24/ 407) ( 48/ 304) 




TABLE IV-2 - Number of stomachs sampled by Slze group, species and quarter. 
Quarter Spe eies Size group 
7-10 10-15 15-20 20-25 25-30 30-40 40-50 50-70 70-100 
1 C od 1 113 253 532 610 854 460 557 683 
.Haddock not available 
Whiting * - 1526 1727 1683 1651 1290 180 4 -
Saithe - - - - - - 3 109 208 
Mackerel - - 3 13 10 - - - -
2 C od 
- 37 180 330 370 538 391 392 180 
Haddock not available 
Whiting * - 428 765 941 1196 931 57 - -
Saithe 
- - - - -
14 6 42 105 
Mackerel 
- - 3 23 49 252 217 - -
3 C od 90 355 232 87 186 372 347 367 260 
Haddock not available 
Whiting * - 180 203 376 420 363 28 2 -
Saithe - - - - - 39 48 60 53 
Mackerel 
- - - 33 275 550 209 - -
4 C od 1 177 199 198 223 384 334 358 300 
Haddock not available 
Whiting * not available 
Saithe 
- - - - - -
46 82 78 
Mackerel - - - - 33 213 58 - -
* In the case of whiting the values represent the numbers of stomachs 




















The stomach samples of cod (table IV-1 and fig. 5.1.1.) have all been 
analysed and stored on computer files. However, output is only 
available for the first two quarters of 1981, because, in the process 
of weighting samples taken in individual squares according to the 
abundance of the different size classes in those squares, output lS 
required from another program dealing with survey data and the 
analysis of the survey data from the 3rd and 4th quarter has not yet 
been completed. 
Tables V-1 and V-2 present summaries of the information for the 1st 
(Q1) and 2nd quarter (Q2) respectively. Although these data cannot be 
readily compared with similar information for 1980 (DAAN, 1981) because 
the earlier set applied only to cod feeding in Roundfish Area 6 
averaged over the year whereas these tables refer to the total North Sea, 
they both indicate similar trends in "preferred" size classes of prey 
and in the amount of fish prey with size of cod. 
The percentage consisting of commercial fish species amounted to over 
50% in large cod in Q1, but this component was considerably reduced in 




STOMACH CONTENT DATA FOR COD BY SIZE CLASS - 1st QUARTER 1981 
Size class 
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STOMACH CONTENT DATA FOR COD BY SIZE CLASS - 2nd QUARTER 1981 
Size class 





Mean W Stomach Contents 
Mean N of Prew Orsanisms 













































Size Class Distribution Prew in Number x: 
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Fig. 5. 1 . 2. 
Cod: Percentage weight of various prey groups 
by predator size class 
A - 1st Quarter 
B - 2nd Quarter 
A 
1oo% 
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An estimate of the numbers of samples of stomachs collected during each 
quarter of 1981 is given in table IV.1. The French workers have 
experienced some difficulties in the analysis and processing of the 
large amount of material sent to Nantes and the current situation is 
that approximately 2000 stomachs collected during the first quarter 
have been analysed and the data from 1200 of these have been filed ln 
the computer. In addition, a further 4oo stomachs collected during the 
second quarter have been analysed, but the data have not yet been 
computerized. 
The preliminary impression from the material that has been analysed to 
date is that the food of haddock consists mainly of polychaetes, 
echinoderms and crustaceans and rather small numbers of fish (mainly 
sandeels, Norway pout, sprats and Maurolicus). 
5.3. Whiting 
The numbers of whiting stomachs collected by each country in each 
quarter of 1981 are given in table IV.1. The total number of stomachs 
collected was approximately 17650 and of these nearly 14000 (representing 
all the material collected during Q1 and Q2, and most of the material 
collected during Q3) have been processed and the data filed in the 
Aberdeen computer. The geographical distributions of the samples that 
have so far been analysed are shown in fig. 5.3.1 ., for Q1 and Q3 
respectively, and the numbers of stomachs of each size group that have 
been analysed in each quarter are given in table IV.2. Unfortunately, 
as difficulties have been experienced in developing programs for the 
retrieval and tabulation of the data, no outputs were available for 
consideration by the Working Group. It is hoped that the remaining stomachs 
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Number of COD stomachs s~pled by statistical rectangle and quarter. 
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The available samples of saithe stomachs from all quarters in 1981 have 
been analysed and processed as well as additional samples taken in -Q1 
and Q3 1980 and Q1 1982. 
However, according to cruise reports further samples from 1981 and 1982 
can be expected and the results presented in this section should 
therefore be regarded as preliminary. 
In general the intensity of sampling has been low and especially so from 
the length groups below 50 cm (table IV-2). Figure 5.4.1. shows the 
spatial distribution of the stomachs examined in 1981. Most of the 
samples come from the northern part of the North Sea, which represents 
the major distribution area of saithe. 
In view of the low sampling intensity and because the gears actually 
used do not seem very appropriate for catching saithe it was decided 
not to weight the stomach samples by the number caught per hour but to 
regard them as random samples from the whole population. In same cases 
larger samples than the agreed 25 stomachs per sizegroup and haul have 
been collected. When calculating the average stomach content these 
samples were weighted as if only 25 stomachs had been sampled. 
Tables V-4.1a to d show the preliminary results for 1981. The average 
weight of one prey item was calculated by excluding the weight of 
food remains which could not be counted and by dividing the remainder 
by the average number of prey items found. As could be expected both 
the average weight of the stomach contents and the average weight of one 
prey item in general increases with the size of the predator. Due to 
the low number of samples it seems difficult to draw any firm conclusions 
from the tables with respect to seasonal differences in the food 
composition and in the weight of the stomach contents. It thus appears 
reasonable to calculate the average yearly food composition as a 
straightforward average of the four quarters. 
However, in addition to the samples from 1981, 31 samples from Q1 and 
Q3 1980 and 10 samples from the Q1 1982 were available. Befare the 
average annual foodcomposition was· calculated these samples were added 
to the respective quarter. Table V-4.2. and fig. 5.4.2. present the 
average yearly stomach contents. 
Apparently saithe between 25 and 40 cm of length mainly feed on sandeel, 
those between 4o and 70 cm on euphausids and those above 70 cm on 
Norway pout and Maurolicus. However, particularly in the case of saithe 
below 40 cm, which have b~en mainly caught in coastal waters, it must 
be remembered that the estimates are based on very few samples. 
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• TABLE V-4.. · SAI'l'lll~:: Result..s from stomach ana.lysis, 2nd quarter ll)81. 
Length group (cm) > 100 
Number of squares sampJ.ed 
Total number of stomachs 
Percentage empty 
Average weight of stomach comtemts 
Average number of prey items 



























































































































































TABLE V-4. le - SAITHE: Results from stomach analysis, 3rd quarter 1981. 
Length group (cm) 
Number of squares sampled 
Total number of.stomachs 
Percentage empty 
Average weight of stomach contents 
Average number of prey items 















































12.5 l J2.0 
4.2 
4.8 







3.8 l 5 .o 
4.6 l 5.7 
2.5 
1.3 
2.1 l 6.2 
30.9 l 12.6 
2. 1 













TABLE V.4.1.d- SAITHE: Results from stomach analysis 4th quarter 1981. 
Length group (cm) 
Nr. of squares sampled 
Total nr. of stomachs 
Percentage empty 
Av. weight of stom. cont. 
Av. nr. or preyitems 
























































































































































TABLE V.4.2. - SAITHE: Average annual stomach content. 
Samples from 1980, 81 and 82. 
(Preliminary results) 
Length group (cm) 25-30 30-40 
Total no. of stomachs 3 78 
Av. weight of stam. cont. 5.3 4.9 
Av. weight of one preyitem .43/ . 51 
~~~~-~~~R~~~!~~~-~~~~!-~ 
Comme re i al spe eies 





Sande el 85.1 6o.6 
Norway pout .4 
Blue Whiting 






Fish total 85 o 1 79.7 
Euphausiacea 8.7 




















1 . 1 .3 
. 1 
- 15 -










37.0 37. 1 
.4 
46.6 57.2 
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SAITHE: Percentage weight of various prey groups by predator 
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The extent of sampling of mackerel stomachs during 1981 is shown in 
figure 5.5.1. It is seen that in Q1 there has been a poor coverage with 
samples mainly from the central North Sea. In Q2 and Q3 there are samples 
from each main area defined in figure 5.5.2. In Q4 samples are missing 
completely from the northwestern North Sea and sampling was very sparse 
in the northeastern North Sea. A total of about 300 samples representing 
1721 stomachs was collected from the North Sea. In addition to this, 273 
stomachs were sampled to the north of 61°30'N. The results for these 
latter samples have not been included in the present analysis. 
In table V-5.1 the weight percentage distribution of the prey species 
in the mackerel stomach contents is shown down to the lowest recognizable 
taxonomic level for all samples taken in 1981. 
Calanus made up about 20%,euphausids 28% and 35% was recognized as fish. 
The smallest fish prey item was in the size class 0.2- 0.24 cm, the two 
bigg~st were herring and sandeel in the 15 - 19 cm size class. 
It may be difficult to map the possible effect of prey size on the choice 
of diet for mackerel with any degree of precision on the basis of the 
present material. The relatively few samples are spread out over an huge 
area, time period and different size classes of mackerel. In table IV-2 
the distribution of sampled individuals of mackerel in different size 
classes and quarters of the year is shown for the total material. 
However, if the size classes are grouped in larger units same comparison 
can be made between small (15- 34 cm) and large (35- 49 cm) mackerel 
in the southern part of the North Sea, which both were fairly well 
represented in the samples from Q2, Q3 and Q4. The results are presented 
in table V-5.2a and b and fig. 6.4. 
Both size groups feed heavily on fish in this area, 67.4% of the weight 
of the stomach contents representing fish remains for the large and 
51.5% for the small mackerel. There is a tendency for the larger fish 
to eat larger preyfish. The 10- 14 and 15- 19 cm size classes of 
herring and the 15 - 19 cm size class of sandeel constitute 14.3% of the 
weight of the stomach contents of the large mackerel and these s1ze 
groups are not represented in the small mackerel. 
The geographical differences in the food habits of mackerel are rather 
pronounced in the material gathered during the present investigations. 
While in the southern North Sea about 60 - 70% of the stomach contents 
were represented by fish, only 5 - 25% were fish in the northeastern 
North Sea in Q2 and Q3 (see table V-5.3 and V-5.4). In the central North 
Sea about 17% of the stomach contents were fish ~see table V-5.5) while 
fish contributed as much as 88.7% of the stomach content in the north-
western North Sea (table V-5.6). Looking at these results one must bear 
in mind that different gears (trawl, gill net and hook-and-line) have 
been used for collecting samples, which may affect to same extent the 
amount of food in the stomachs as well as the food composition. In 
general the results presented here seem to be in fairly good agreement 
with those of WALSH and RANKINE (1979), who also found that fish 
constituted an appreciable part of the mackerel diet. 
To mave nearer towards the computation of the consumption of commercial 
fish species such as sprat, herring, sandeel and Norway pout by the 
North Sea mackerel stock, at least three requirements have to be met: 
- The relative abundance of the different age classes of the North Sea 
mackerel stock in different areas at different times of the year has 
to be estimated. The migration pattern qualitively described in the 





































































way to be ~uantified. 
- Estimates of the consumption rate either from digestion rates or from 
metabolic re~uirements have to be made for mackerel of different 
sizes. 
- More samples of mackerel stomachs must be collected in the future to 
fill in,-:the blank parts of the picture. 

Ta.ble V-5, 1 - Species composition of prey of ma.ckerel in the North Sea. in 1981. 
Species: 8850030302 Scomber Scombrus 
Timeperiod: 1/01- 31/12 for the yea.rs: 81- 81 












Number of stations sampled 
Total number of stomachs 
in 
Total number of stomachs empty 
given area. and time 
Total number of stomachs regurgitated 





























































































































































































Num ber Number 
























1.87 o. 1 
1.19 o. 1 
0.63 o.a 
0.01 o.o 
































TABLE V-5-2- Composition of the diet of mackerel in the southern 
North Sea. 
A. 15 - 34 cm. 
Timeperiod: 1/1 - 31/12 for 
Vertices of sampled area: 
Number of stations sampled 






Total number of stomachs empty 
Total number of stomachs regurgitated 
Percentage of stomachs empty 
Ta.xon Size group 
,Phaeopycea unknovn 
!Alloteuthis subulata 3.-3.9 cm 
\Copepoda .1-. 14 cm 
jCopepoda C&lanoida .1-. 14 cm 
.2-.24 cm l 
.3-.39 cm 
Ca.lanus finmarchicus .3-.39 cm 
Temoridae • 1-.14 cm 
Mysidae .4-.49 cm 
Aruphipoda .3-.39 cm 
Brachyura .3-.39 cm 
Portunidae 1.5-1.9 cm 
Ophiuridae unknovn 
Qikopleuridae .1-.14 cm 
!Teleostei 4.-4.9 cm 
l 5.-6.9 cm 
l ' 7.-9.9 cm unknown " 
j C l u pea har engus 7.-9.9 cm 
Synnathum rostellatus 4.-4.9 cm 
Trachurus trachurus 3.-3.9 cm 
Auunodytidae 5.-6.9 cm 
unknovn 
Hyperoplus lanceolatus 10.-14. cm 
9999999999 unknown 
B. 35-49 cm 
Timeperiod: 1/1 - 31/12 for the year: 




Nwnber of stations sampled 
Total number of stomachs 
•rot aJ num ber of s tomache empty 
'l'otal number of stomllchs regurgi tated 











































































































Size veight veight num ber 
raxon grams % per group per pred. nred. 
Phaeophycea unknovn 0.02 0.4 0.04 
Anthophyta I 2.5-2.9 cm 0.02 0.3 0.01 
Alloteuthis eubulata 3.-3.9 cm 0.10 1.8 0.19 
Copepoda .1-.14 cm 0.04 0.6 141.55 
Copepoda Calanoida .2-.24 cm 0.08 1.4 156.76 
Crangonidae 2.5-2.9 cm 0.01 o. 1 0.05 
4. -11.9 cm 0.01 0.2 0.02 
5. -6.9 cm 0.01 0.2 0.01 
13rachyura 
. 3-.39 cm 0.00 0.1 2.31 
l'orL uni du.e 
.5-.69 cm o.oo 0.1 0.06 
. 7-.99 cm 0.02 Q,l, o .18 
l J :.1.11 cm 0.04 o. ·r o .13 
1.5-1.9 cm 0.04 0.8 0.07 
2. -2.4 cm 0.09 1.5 0.08 
2.5-2.9 cm 0.35 6.2 o .18 
3. -3.9 cm 0.23 4.0 0.09 
unknown 0.03 0.5 0.06 
Urochordata 3. -3.9 cm o.oo 0.1 0.01 
Oikopleuridae • 1-.14 cm 0.05 0.9 101.88 
'Peleostei 7 .. -9.9 cm 0.08 ",, O .011 
unkno'WTl o .12 2.2 o. 14 
Clupea harengus 7. -9.9 cm 0.38 6.7 0.07 
10. -11L cm 0.24 4.1 O .011 
15. -19. cm 0.21 ).6 0.01 
Clupea sprattus 7. -9.9 cm 0.3h 6.0 0.05 
'rrachurus trachurus 5. -6.9 cm o .13 2.2 0.05 
1· -9.9 cm 0.16 2.8 0.011 
Ammodytidae 3. -3.9 cm 0.03 0.5 0.08 
4. -!1.9 cm O.Ol1 0.6 O .Ot) 
5. -6.9 cm 0.10 1.8 0.06 
1· -9.9 cm 0.26 4 .6 0.07 
unknovn 0.18 3.1 0.011 
llyperoplus laneeoJ at us 10. -111. cm 1.17 20.4 o .~·o 
15. -1?. cm 0.38 6.6 o .o;' 
Callionymus lyra 3. -3.9 cm 0.00 0,1 0.01 
4. -4.9 cm 0.01 1 0.2 0.01 5. -h.9 cm 0.03 0.5 0.02 9999999999 unknovn 0.70 12.3 -0.11 













































TABU.: Y-5-3- The diet or mackt:rt!l in 
2ud qua.rtc::r of 1981. 
Sizc group 15 - 49 cm. 
Tim..::pc::riod: 1/4 - 31/6 for the yc::ar: 




~umber or etatione sampled 
•rottl.l number of stoma.chs 
Total number of nomachs empty 
Tota.l nwnber of stomachs regur0 itated 
Percentage of ~tomachs empty 















































o. 14 o.a 
TABLE V-5-4- The:: diet of ma.ckerel in the northc::astern·North Sea in the 
3rd quarter of 1981. Size group 15- 49 cm. 
Timeperiod: 1/7- 31/9 for the year: 1981. 








Numuer of stations et~.IDvled : 9 
Total number of stoma(!hs :1~3 
Total number of stomachs empty : 12 
Total number of stomachs regurgitated : O 
Percentage of stomachs empty :9.0 
Size weigqt Taxon gr a.m a gro up per pred. 
Copepoda 0.03 
Copepoda Calanoida 0.02 
Cala.nua finmarchicus 1.11 
l!.'upha.u::~ iids.e 0,15 
Megs.nyctiphanes norvegica o. 11 
'l'hyl:jtifiOetll:jtl. inermi a 0.11 
Oilioplc::uridtU:l 0.55 
Telc:os·tei 0.03 
Clupc::a. sprs.ttus 0.57 






1.2 126.321 0.7 37.59 




























'fABLE V-5-5- The diet of mackerel in the central North in 1981. 
Size group 15 - 49 cm. 
Timeperiod: 1/1- 31/12 for the year: 1981. 




Number of stations sampled 
Total number of stomachs 
Total number of stomachs empty 
Total number of stomachs regurgitated 






l Copepoda Copepoda Calanoida 
Calanus firunarchi cus 
Hyperiidae 












































weight num ber 
% per pred. 
0.1 26.29 
0.6 6.42 
0.9 o .o l~ 
1.0 179. al~ 
0.6 62.14 
25.6 1126.81 






































TABLE V-5-6- 'l'he diet. of mackerel in the nortwestern North Sea duri ug 
the 2nd and 3rd quarter of 1981. 
Size group 15 - 49 cm. 
Timeper i od: 1/4 - 31 /9 for the year: 




Nwnber of stations eampled 
Total nwnber of stomachs 
Total number of stomachs empty 
Total number of stomachs regurgitated 











Size weight weight num ber %umber l Taxon grams % per gro up 
.Per pred. Dr ed 
Copepoda .1-.14 cm 0.03 
.2-.24 ~m 0.02 
.3-.39 cm 0.04 
Calanus finmarchicus .3-.39 cm 0.01 
Euphausiidae .7-.99 cm 0.02 
unknown 0.02 
Meganyctiphanes norvegica 1.-1.4 cm 0.02 
2.-2.11 cm 0.01 
3.-3.9 cm 0.02 
Thysanoessa l. 5-1.9 cm 0.01 
2.-2 .!1 cm 0.01 
Thysanoessa inermis 1.-1.4 cm 0.4,. 
Sa.lpidae l. 5-1 .9 cm 0.02 
unknown 0.01 
Teleostei unknown 2.01 
Maurolicus muelleri 5.-6.9 cm 0.09 
Trisopterus esmarkii l1, -4.9 cm 0.06 
5.-6.9 cm 1.41 
7.-9.9 cm 0.14 
unknown 0.03 
Ammodytidae 3.-3.9 cm 0.04 
4.-4.9 cm 0.20 
5.-6.9 cm 0.82 
1.-9.9 cm 0.33 
unknown 0.19 
9999999999 unknown 0.01 
0.5 128.62 
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Fig. 5. 5.2. 
Definition of the areas used to separate the samples of mackerel stomachs. 
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6. Preliminary comparisons 
The size distribution (by weight) of the prey fish eaten by each size of 
predator has been estimated for cod from Q1 and Q2 1981 (fig. 6.1. and 
6.2.), for saithe for all data combined from 1980- 1982 (fig. 6.3.) 
and for mackerel for all 1981 results from an area of the North Sea 
south of 54°30r'N (fig. 6.4.). For mackerel only two size classes have 
been considered and the size distribution of other prey than fish has 
been included in the figure~ Figure 6.5 plots the average lerigth of 
fish prey for each size group of the three predators. 
These preliminary results show that for cod in Q1 1981 average fish 
prey size increased steadily from 57 mm for the 10 - 15 cm size class 
to 241 mm for the 100 - 150 cm size class. 
Similarly for cod in Q2 the average fish prey size increased steadily 
from 43 mm for the 10 - 15 cm size class to 244 mm for the 100 - 150 cm 
size class. 
For small saithe the average fish prey size was similar to that of the 
cod of the same 25 - 30 cm size class at 74 mm but the large saithe of 
the 100 - 150 cm eat considerably smaller fish prey than did the 
equivalent sized cod. The average length of fish prey for the 100 - 150 
cm saithe was 165 mm. This apparently nonisometric change in fish prey 
length with saithe predator size group is probably due to the 
preponderance of sandeel in the diet of the small saithe. Since the 
weight length relationship of sandeel ruris at a considerably lower level 
than of' other fish, this suggests that saithe are eating fish of a lesser 
weight than cod throughout their size rang. 
The average fish prey length of mackerel was similar to that of cod, 


























































Fig. 6 - Size distribution of prey in weight % for different predator size classes 
(Black colurnns: fish prey only; apen columns: other prey; 9999: prey size not kno'Wn) . 
Fig. 6. 1 - COD: 1st 1981 Fig. 6.2 - COD: 2nd quarter 1981 
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Fig. 6.3- SAITHE: all quarters combined Fig. 6.4 - MACKEREL: 2nd, 3rd and 4th 
l 
quarter 1981 combined 
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a - Cod Q1 
+ - Cod Q2 
() - Saithe, all data ·1980 - 1982 
6) - Mackerel, ·all data 1981 south of 54°30'N 
Lines have been·drawn by eye. 






7. Sundry related topics 
7.1. Food·prefererice'ånålysis 
At the. :institute in IJmuiden a start has been made in the .application of 
the method of interpretation of stomach contents data in relation to prey· 
abundance developed by ANDERSEN. ( 1981), which has been ·earlier' applii:;d. to real 
data from Kiel bay by ARNTZ & URSIN (1981 a, b), to the North Sea cod 
data, but no results were as yet available to the group .. 
7.2. Digestion experiments 
The importance of digestion experiments in.relation to stomach content 
studies has been well recognized by the ICES.ad·hoc Working Groups on 
Multispecies Assessment in the North Sea and in the Baltic (ANON., 1980; 
ANON., 1980a). Now that the results of the stomach sampling project become 
available, the immediate problem of estimating food consumption places 
a high priority on such experiments. 
Dr. H. Heessen has recently been carrying out digestion experiments on 
cod at the IJmuiden laboratory and som~ preliminary results are 
incorporated in this report. Figure 7.2.1 presents graphs indicating 
the % recovered food in the stomachs after different time lapses for 
cod of three different size classes, fed on brown shrimp of two different 
size classes and on one size class of herring. All experiments refer 
to an ambient temperature of 11°C. In figure 7.2.2 all available data 
points for the different size classes of cod are shown for the two 
prey species separately. 
Although the information is still rather limited, several features 
become apparent from these data. The linear approximation of stomach 
evacuation seems to be as good as anything else as a description of the 
remaining weight at time expressed as the percentage of the food ingested. 
Secondly, the main difference between digestion of brown shrimp and 
herring appears to be that digestion of the former is rather more variable 
than that of herring. The average digestion rate appears to be 
approximately the same (60 hours). Thirdly, the high percentage of food 
recovered after up to 18 hours after feeding is in contrast with many 
digestion experiments in which pellets or chopped pieces of meat have 
been used. This indicates that at the beginning the loss of.weight is 
retarded because it needs time for the gastric enzymes to penetrate through 
the skin of the prey. In fact this feature suggests that the often 
advocated exponential model for digestion has some serious drawbacks. 
Also, the earlier experiments with fragmented prey or pellets appear 
not to be directly applicable.to hatural situatiQns. Lastly, the level 
of variation in the results for individual size groups of predator and 
size groups of prey indicate that probably rather large numb'ers of 
experimental animals have to be sacrified in order to establish 
differential digestion rates between size groups of predator and prey. 
In Aberdeen it was planned to carry out similar experiments on whiting. 
Although it proved difficult to obtain live whiting in 1981 and only 
seven observations were made on the rate at which sandeels are digested, 
a large number of live whiting was established in July 1982 and it ls 
intended to undertake further experimental work in September. 
Experimental work on mackerel and saithe to be carried out in selne nets 
in Norwegian fjords is still under considet~tion. 
The general design of this kind of experimental work was discussed. 
One difficulty is the vast number of possible combinations of predator 
size class, prey size class and prey type from which in practive only 
a few can be selected. In order to make efficient use of the limited 

- 30 -
effort available it might seem appropriate to follow a Latin square 
matrix design, in which a restricted nurnber of possible combinations are 
chosen. Another possibility would be to calibrate digestion rates for 
extremes in the range of predator and·prey size for specific organisms 
and interpolate from these over the total range. However useful such 
approachesJwould be from a theoretical point of view, in practioe problems 
arise in respect of the availability of the required combinations, 
because the experiments are heavily dependent on obtaining experimental 
fish, that are prepared to take the food that the experimental design 
would require. One, therefore, is inclined to use the rather haphazardly 
collected specimens at hand, but it was concluded that the experiments 
carried out by the different laboratories should be organized in such 
a way that they would yield complemehtary results and that they should 
cover as wide ranges of size classes and prey types as possible rather 
than being concentrated on the most convenient size classes of predator 












































































































for different size classes of cod and for different prey: 
A Cod fed on brown shrimp of 40 - 49 mm. 
B - Cod fed on brown shrimp of 60 - 69 mm. 
C - Cod fed on herring of 15 - .20 mm 
Courtesy of Dr. H. Heessen, IJmuiden 
8 c 
COIJ IS ·lf t!in C 0/J IS ·lf cm 
• 
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Percentage recovered food against time lapse after feeding for 
two prey types: A- .brown shrimp 
B - herring 
(experiments.with different predator and prey size classes combined) 
Lines are drawn by eye through means for grouped data. 
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8 ... Problems.· associated:wi th ·the. :198-1 .. stomach .sampling project, __ ,. 
·_ ~-. :,-.;. >. . ·- ~·: > .: .~ '. -:.· · ~~>:-".~~·.·;:··: .. ~':;:~:i~~~_--;_··~.<.~~·~- ::,.: .. -;: ~(··.'·: '.: ~ ~ t: ,<<:~·-· . ..- :).: ~~i·:~~--·.-.:.~>.1: .. ~·":.~~:~~.~: .'~.·.-~1 ~~ ',·!'.<:· ~"~-~--~-::-.·~·-;~:-~;-.~ .. ~-;~---:-::_.~-;- .-: t<.>'·_ --~~ ··_-,,1'-_·;·_->>-::· :-.·-< ·:~ ~--. ;;_.- ·._~-r:·.~ · . · . _l 
...• ~_ •• 1.·•· The .. ·,analysJ.s;;,o:f'-•the_·~,ha'ddoc~)s:o~ach,;:.,'contents.·-<·'':•;.:·.\~l::iq:~·,· .. _ •. _:··-...•.••. :.~~~;:::.': .. _·':· 
· ·.i~pau~~-~h~~i~~~·;·,~k~:.::es~·~~~-~;~~~i·~-F~~i~~.$:; •. -i~:~-~#~~··i:·r~~~~~-~:~~~e~i~~-~:i~~~.9.~N]_Y'··· 
·· · ;~R?~i=t~? ·l~rg~··t~u;m~.~X:~-J ... o~:~ ~~~~W:.:~tf~~~ .. 4~~~~P.~:ms·; -_,·H?:;e_:t7ng·;:,~~t~~.r~~(:f,~~~i~J~f:·:·tu~_; · .,· 
. . , and-,the .:food .. !l?eems·: ar.e:1pf;tehYJnace:tnitte'd·;.'"•Th1.s' ~creates~ficons::tFdeJiiab:te·f};p:roblellls · 
l 1 --, ) {{" ~ ,t ,.t /,l';;: •1~~~'1~'~ /l.,_ro.,~~~l,; ~-,_,·T~~~" jlj ~ .... ~ ~ < ~ :r, <, ~ ... -~~l jj ~.~~ .~c:<., r;,p•;:J~lj.:. .._..~~~;l{*! ( f y 
, : · · ... when .a large.· am0unt iof'.J'mater;l'a]J':has~i.;to.·,:i.ber .anålysed·';ac,cor,d::t::hg·.::;to\.tliel-~ ~ , ,, · · ''~., .. 
''•r~~,\~~ _\, '•' ,_ '._,_ ~ , ~.''"• ~~~·~"~',qt~f J\'j:';,:·~·,:J,\'!1--1•-•...~~.~;'-"'~~~:~::,Jt ,~~' ~~''),"'>'-:;---~'r{'~V.",.,",h- l .. -',~,:;~~,-: /,i-1:~~.~~; J J 
"·_ .·' '· .. ;c.J.nstructJ.·onst se;t." o:ut_}J.n~,,the';,J&~.nuaill-..f.fo" he~~,Stomach.cSampllil}ng:~FJ:?:r.orJ.e·ct·.; .. --~· -. 
. , ·~·±hi: G~o~p· ~~sc~~s_ea;·:ya.:r·~j~ri!-.w~illc4.~~~~~}~~~aiY;.~i~· .. m:tgli.~··:\~~ft~~9t:f\~i~~·~a·, · , 
· "P~~ing in ·m±nc(t~e,;ma4'n_.::a*m.s .~,?:e.·.\~A~~f·l>Æ2J~ct~': ~p.a tn.e :~~~~e.q;;t1!(;· r;~.~:~~~i~,·{~·.: 7 :· . : . ~ 
~es hl ts wi thin. a·:'r,e,asonaple ~"per~±b'd ~o:e,~~#llime'~l,,~t.~.was' deci;~:'f~~ai:\;_" 'il,~,~~~'fily .. ~' : 
. ti sh prey, and any ~ ·;~ustace~n 6'f· ·c'o:rimie~&ti:u ~importance ·:.( d~~·ri:~t>ti~ >:Pand.alus , 
Nephrops) should be treated according to :-the detailed ansilysi's ,~s~t out 
in the Manual. All other invertebrates ~should be ·treated. curso:rd.iy :and 
should be weighed and courited after classification according' 't~-~niajor 
taxa such as echinoderms, crustaceans etc. The possibility of a more 
detailed analysis of the non-fish prey at a later stage could be.left 
open by keeping the samples. In addi tion, .some laboratories o:ffe.red to 
take over part, of the, analysis:;of the .s~ples along the lines,~'proposed . 
above, i:f "this .. ,would ·hel p the ,~coordinat()r·'~f'or ·h~ddock ... -:- .~ . -··.} ;·· , 
However, _th·~·:(}roup.:decided.J}lat.~the fin.al':.:deqis·~on on\w~fc~'~oiif.s~/ to · · · 
follow should _-,be tak'en after cConsultaticm. :With,"Mrs.; ·Beaudouirr~ .-
8.2 .. Further sampling . . . . . . . 
The Group not ed that the-· request:•~ .for .• addi tional sampling· of :sa:~-the. and 
mackerel in .1982, set out in part ~1 of·:the- Council Res.olution 1981/2.21, 
had so far met wi th very limi ted success. This is partly caused by the · 
fact that there are less research vessel surveys being·carried out, but 
also it appears that same countries still carrying out surveys have 
overlooked this recommendation. It was_concluded that an urgent request 
for intensive sampling .of saithe and mackerel should be repeated f'or 
1983. . 
·In .add:Ltion, this .,req_Jiest::~lf~u14.··~~sp.~åpply,;[t·o.:•:la,rge·-•·cod-·.(,~"Ver,.,7.6<:cm) .· 
and to .:large.;.:whiting~·:( over".5o''.?cm) ,.:._\w}lenever:;:~hese.:•appear.in res:.ear.ch. 
vessel · catches ~ -; . . · · · . - . · .. 
r:;~t~:::{,:;h:t~~~~~,~~w~;~~~~t~~~~~~~~~~~gt~'i(H~~~;~;,~K~~~~~&~&~ 
investigati0D.s d·ar · ·annnal -·ch8:nges -<in':::t·ooa.-·:·aoni:PO'si:h·iåri .:··rioin:::.S:·.-·res.trib't'ed 
. ' - . '---· ' . 
area. ·"-
' ' . ' _,""': ., ! 
·~~·~~~~=~~~~i' 
that as· a first. step~~tf1e·," coordl.tiå;t9r~ ·shoill<i)f1å:V:e· ·a go ·a:~o.~;~å.: ':aetii±led-
analysis individually ar1d present<\~!le results·-.~t-·the· Statuto:cy,:Meeting in· 
1983 or possibly at theh.Workshop :~tB~nthic orha.Jiisms as·~:roc)a:··:of',-:d~e:rsal 
fish on the shel ves o:f the North.'.Atiantic", ··advocated. .by· the. :~orth' Sea 
Benthos Worki_!)g Group. (ANQN. , · J 9~~:'.;:f?) • This ;,~ndi,.tridUB.l 'S.PP;rc;>~,ql}_·~·~eems ·to 
be .appropria:'{je because j;he (dif.f'er~~~·;'sp~~:d .. es}p,resent· ... ::sp~:q:~:+'~~qJ~i;p~o.p:te:r~u?.'~,:;~,. ~ · . 
\~~~~;tf~t:;~~~~=,~~~@:~~~~:~t~:~~~R~~~i~~~~n~~~~~-l~~~~~~}t~~~,ti~,~··.\ 
•:calcUlate·a.·.~$.ti'll; •some: S\ii'dmUne~~tf'or ·'tn~<~t~b."tlla~ed:fdata.·~fr&~~~~se~-:'i~tit0:::L~(' ~~·-' ··· 
~::~1!~ ensure • that ·· the · reS,rl, ts pl'r sented}fn • -ph ese r.~:PO:::t.~:~:~& ii.~cy~()Di-> · '• • ·· 
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~ .Detailed st()m~ch eontents_ compositi9n: s.APu1d be g~ye.Jl ~op, .. ~h~\'~S?t-~~1!'· .. -. · 
·. ,_ .·.-,·~~~Y'A~~·f.~?~p~~fe,:renc~ ·~~ta ._~h~~q 7:~-~fc~.~~~~~~~~·~9~-.~-~~~e:~\~.8~;~~~~~~1~f~~~~;~.~~-? .?~~~· .• }~-;;{i · · .. 
·, .. .-;quarte.r.:"'?-nd·spredator :·slz~,·-~group:.:·:;~x:~y~.·snd.Uld·~·:be·"g~oil.p:~.d·~::tn>.;m8Juo,it'' ~~- · ~ .·(c:~\·:,~ 
·, ::;ta.Xon6mi'c ·.·_.xmits:'_(Pisces, 'crustace:å~;·-;:~.tc:~.r~ .. · ~ . ·· ''>_,, ~ :. 1 7·:·~·5.:.:l::c,::~·J;.~.:,·~. · } ,·. ·-'~,·~- :·.::·,--.·-.(· .·. 
' ~~~~ ~3~2~ 
group and Roundfish Area (e.g. average stomach content weight, average 
prey size weight etc.). 
- Preliminary estimates of the annual food consumption should be given for 
the total North Sea, by ;predator age group, with particularlreference 
to consumption of various ~ges of exploited fish species. 
As a follqw up. <;>f these. individual speci'es .analyses, the- Gr-oup should 
meet in early:-19,84 in order to carry ;out .ari integrated<~na]_ysis; ·: ·:·,,·' • -
:This meetirig·:should -be· h~ld::,in a:~cp+ae:e.' ~ where a ·complete:J!;sto:rilåch<;content : 
~data bank.· hascbeen~~set :up.(cf sectiol1>·8~4)-.:andwhere: approp];Watel:itialysis 
-·software -is available. · · -• · · · · 
The results of _this meeting c9uld then. f'orlil -the ba-sis for a ·trilil_ 
multispecies assessment for the North'::Sea··and 'it ·was ·suggestedl~~h'at ICES 
might c·onsider.setti-ng up a. Multispecies Assessnient Working .Groti,p:;·to meet 
in 1984, after the meeting of the coordinators and after the period in 
which the traditional assessment working groups meet. 
8.4. Exchange of data 
The Group decided that all the basic information should be made -available 
on magnetic tape. to all contri buting insti ~ut es·. To· this ·end aoreeord . . .. 
. :c:for.Il}.at -fo~.:;i,~he ·,~xchang~.: tliP~;·s4~u1d :be·~agr~~d'ylipon::·.a~>s9oJi{,~:~:{\:~:9:~#4b"le) ... ,· ~-·: · 
_It. was no:te·cf .that ·to. this··· ena.:·t·h~:,IGE_E): Sysiti.eJiiS~·_Analyst · 's,hoUia:<:p.~~;~;consulted 
. as well ~as:.:r.epresentati ve~:~fr.oiri':;.computer ie'ctions. iu--::the::·-dif".fei{eht~: ·_ ' . . . _,,. 
· ~:iåboratol:d.~~'I :;jn- .order .. ·.:t~ .. /f'å'gfii tåte.~;~~th~-~.di;s·:buss:ior{-i." .. :Pro~d'~'tit[~f~'liæ~',fc~b:eeh ·· ~~~::{.~ 
· ·. ~th:p::~\~(~~:t~ :rii~~~~:~,~~.1~@~~~~~~~~~~~~tf~~~~~~!~.1~;~~~~~ft~~~ttii"if~ · · 
'have alread§- 'been :specified 1n that 'report. ' _- . ·.. . ': ··~> ~;.,·· '· '. : . . -
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:Predator size code. 
Number pe~ hour fishing 
Number vi th food 
, : NUIIJ.ber_:re~gitated 
Number eropty . 
: l?rey:spe6~e;'icode 
:- ···.··: .·.~<.:,-. '· 
. PreY. size• code 
: Prey_ v~ight 
: Number of prey 
: Fa.ddi~g f~eld 
Type· l m/ o l Range 
. ( l} 'l ( 2) 
2 Al m 
1Um 
3 A' m 
·.1 
3'A: m 
3 Å:l m 
.. 2 ~1 m 
2 N.·l· m 
2 N. o 





10 N :m 
1 to 4 
not yet defined 
not yet defined 
65 to 99 
to J2 
to 28/29/30/31 
o to 2400, 9999 
o tQ 999 
5 N m l · -l to 99999 
7 N o 
3N m 
3 N ·m 
3 N m 
._ ~O.N ··m 
. ~· N · m l · -:-1 to 99999 
8 N m 
6 N ·o 
9 .li 
Comments . 
fixed value HH. 
ICE~ ålpha code (see App. I of ANON., 
1982 c, de,faul t XXX) . 
See ANON. , . 1982 c, default XXX. 
See ANON,,. :1982 c, default XXX. 
·Not known 99. 
:In GMT, not known · 9999 . 
:ln,metre, O decimal. 
ICES Statistical rectangle. 
NODC JO digit code. 
.See appendix.!. 
:NODC JO digit code. 
· See appendix I 
·In mg. 
No information: space filled 
. Space filled 
( 1) All numeric .fields (N} righ:t. justifit:!d-~ zero filled. 
all alpha, (1) ;~d mixed. alpha/numeric tields (AN} lett· justified, · spa.ce filled; 
(2) m : .. me.nd_ a.toey, ~. ~ ; option~. , . ' 




9 .. Future programmes of stomach sampling 
~The,·c·r~~:ionale of the 198.1 Y~ar Of The Gut was to provide a nonsubjecti ve 
l;>å~j>~g.Pdr ·~·stima ting. the· matrix of vulnerabili ty to predation by each 
.. J?i_~:~~-q~ species s.ize class, for each prey species size class. This matrix 
. . .'Æ~'!!:;"~,#;'s'ential ·to the practical use of mul tispecies virtual population 
.· •;\.,:~nå.J]yfdi.s _,and. analogous · multispecies size/ age structured mo dels of 
j~r~ååtion. · 
· : ·)>.:Th:e: .. mat~:lx may ... be considered ( URSIN, 1982) to be the product of s ize 
.. ;pr:eference.eff'ects, species suitability effects (behaviour etc.) and 
. effects .re sul :ting from geographical over la p of predator and. prey. 
··current mode.ls.::imagine these effects to remain the same from year to 
year so that the .diet composition of each predator size group is only 
a factor of relative abundance of prey of each species and size. This 
may not be the case. For example, threshold effects such as prey/predator 
switches might alter the first two factors while geographical distributions 
may change with time. There will thus be a need to investigate the 
hypothesis of a s~ationary preference matrix. This might be investigated 
in part by ~xamination of the detailed components but the most definitive 
.test will.be provided by a second, and possibly subseg_uent, exercize 
~sinlllar to that of 1981 aimed to provide annual consumption results. 
ProVided that these· results are of suitable precision they will enable 
any~ important shifts in preference to be detected. Clearly, the development 
()f.·prec~sio:rl- estimates for the consumption figures, the investigation of 
t!J.e likely scale of a significant shift in preference and the· determination 
of appropriate precision levels to detect such shifts will be important 
.tas~s wliich .will need to be carried out befare a second exeraize can be 
planned. 
Specific g_uestions related to the preference model might be better addressed 
by intensifying sampling in particular areas and/or seasons, possibly 
ln connection with such a main programme. In this respect a combination 
of intense stomach content studies and studies of prey biomass distributions 
in the-environment. can be expected to elucidate the factors underlying 
apparent;preference changes . 
. Since it:: i~~]1\foreseen that in 1984 the analysis of the 1981 project will 
·be advanced .to the stage that actual trials of North Sea multispecies 
· assessments:.can. be made, the planning of a follow up of the Stomach 
S,åmpling· -l?.roject. in .1985 should. be considered. Essentially the same amount 
.:/~f .. re_search.·vessel effort would be .reg_uired as in 1981 to collect the 
···så.ID.ples because both .the geographical and the time scale of the sampling 
·we>ul4 be bound to be the. same. However, the intensi ty of sampling ( numbers 
~o:f:E;tomachs to. be collected per size class; the significance of sampling 
.the·.smaller. size classes of the different predat6rs) should be cri tically 
reviewed' as :well as the amount of detail to be collected in the stomach 
co~t'ents analysis. This may well result in a reduced laboratory work load. 
1 o. :Reoommeridatillons 
1. S:ampling of all size classes of sai the and mackerel and of large cod 
(over .100 cm) and large whiting (over 50 cm) should be continued ln 
1983, whenever catches of these species size groups are made by 
.research vessels. 
::,\In addition sampling programmes on board commercial vessels should be 
_;ini tiåted. 
2. The Mackerel Working Group should look into the problems of biomass 
distributions of the North Sea mackerel stock in different quarters 
in order to give guidelines bow to estimate the average consumption 




taken in different areas. 
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· .. < .. ~\ Species coordinators should present :indiyi~ual.-reports on analysis .of 
stomach cont'ent data ·in '1983 'in '?rder.,t·6 ::pfep~re a .basis for an iritegrated 
. :·,. . ~nalysis::;In· :1984·. 
·~~~ ~~~ . 
. , ··~c)arry. out;,:~+l·:;:int'egrated.-.an~lysis -of.·.~the.'>;?·oinf~:et~{~ata set: in ·order'• 
ifb',set the;?~t'age >for a MultJ.species>Asse~7~rii~nt::w~~king' Group ·later' 
in .'that year. - · · 
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APPENDIX I - List of size class codes to be used on the exchange tape for 
stomach content data. 
Note that in.respect of the standard notation the codes have 
to be multiplied· by ·.10. 
Code -1 has been added to take account of Nauplii. 
-1 = Nauplii 
O ::: Egg. 
1 t;:: 0.01 - 0.019 cm, 
2 = 0.02 o'.029 cm, 
3 = 0.03 0.039 cm, 
4 = 0.04 0.049 cm, 
5 = 0.05 0.059 cm, 
6 = 0.06 0.069 cm, 
7 = 0.07 o'.079 cm, 
8 = 0.08 0.089 cm, 
9 = 0.09 0.099 cm, 
10 = o. 1 o. 14 cm 
15. = o. 15 o. 19 cm, 
20 = 0.2 0.24 cm, 
25 = 0.25 o .29 cm, 
30 = 0.3 0.39 cm, 
40 = 0.4 0.49 cm, 
50 = 0.5 0.69 cm, 
70 = 0.7 0.9 :~cm, 
100 ..,. 1 . o 1 . 4 cm:. 
150 = 1 . 5 1 .9 cm, 
200 = 2.0 2.4 cm, 
250 = 2.5 2.9 cm, 
300 = 3.0 3.9 cm, 
4oo = 4 4.9 cm, 
500 = 5 6.9 cm, 
700 = 7 9.9 cm, 
1000 = 10 14 cm, 
1500 = 15 19 cm, 
2000 = 20 24 cm, 
.8500 = 25 29 cm, 
3000 = 30 39 ·cm 
3100 = 30 34 cm, 
3500 = 35 39 cm, 
4ooo = ·4o 49 cm, 
4:100 = 40 -- 44 cm, 
4.500 = 45 49 cm, 
5000 = 50 69 cm, 
7000 = 70 99 cm, 
10000 ;:: 100 -149 cm, 
99999. = unknown or not recorded. 



